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Howdy everybody.

All the links, examples, and resources from this presentation are online and linked from my 
delicious account rauros, tag closure, so if you can’t keep up, you can go back to review later.  
The example output I’m showing is 1.8.7, but I’ve run the examples under 1.9.1.
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I’ve found that these concepts eat your brain.



 Coding Horror icon from Code Complete, 2nd Ed., by Steve McConnell, (c) 1993, 2004. 
All Rights Reserved. Used with permission of the author.

They tend to scare people a lot, so I’m going to do what I can to make it less scary.



Lenses
ways of

seeing things



lambda is an 

Anonymous 
Function



lambda

lambda {|a, b| a + b}

    ==>#<Proc:0x...@file.rb:1>

You might that is kind of a funny name.



Lambda?

Invented by Alonzo Church in the 
1930’s, the Lambda Calculus is a 
system of mathematics which defines 
everything (even numbers) in terms of 
function definition and application.

It inspired Lisp, which inspired Ruby.  

λ

To grossly oversimplify history...

Lambda comes from Alonzo Church’s Lambda Calculus.  Church’s two operations were 
function definition and application.  He used simple juxtaposition for application, but needed 
a name for function definition, and in the grand tradition of mathematics, took a letter from 
the greek alphabet.



Mythos

History
and

Definitions



lambda

lambda {|a, b| a + b}

    ==>#<Proc:0x...@file.rb:1>



Rack



Rack applications

It takes exactly one argument, the 
environment and returns an Array of 
exactly three values: The status, the 
headers, and the body. 



Rack

app = lambda do |env|

  [200,

    {'ContentType' => 'text/plain'},

    Time.now.to_s.lines]

end

Of course, you might wonder what could be going on behind the scenes to actually call that 
function.



lambda

plus = lambda {|a, b| a + b}

    ==>#<Proc:0x...@file.rb:1>

I’m going to step down to simpler example.
 
If you are thinking of lambdas as anonymous functions, this might lead you to the impression 
that you could call it like a function.



lambda

plus(1, 2)

And while you could certainly try this...



lambda

plus(1, 2)

NoMethodError: undefined method 
`plus' for main:Object

! from file.rb:3

! from :0FA
IL

Ruby will tell you FAIL



 Coding Horror icon from Code Complete, 2nd Ed., by Steve McConnell, (c) 1993, 2004. 
All Rights Reserved. Used with permission of the author.



lambda

plus.call(1, 2)

    ==>3

plus[3, 4]

    ==>7



 Coding Horror icon from Code Complete, 2nd Ed., by Steve McConnell, (c) 1993, 2004. 
All Rights Reserved. Used with permission of the author.

1/5 5:00



lambda

Implements
 a Protocol



Patterns
ways of

applying things



Protocol



Rack applications

A Rack application is an Ruby object 
(not a class) that responds to call. It 
takes exactly one argument, the 
environment and returns an Array of 
exactly three values: The status, the 
headers, and the body.

http://localhost:8808/doc_root/rack-1.0.1/rdoc/Rack.html
http://localhost:8808/doc_root/rack-1.0.1/rdoc/Rack.html


Rack
class App

  def call(env)

    [200,

      {'ContentType' => 'text/plain'},

      Time.now.to_s.lines]

  end

end



Proc objects

lambda{}.class

    ==>Proc



lambda is
almost

a Proc
Constructor



A Proc is a

First
Class
Value



First Class Values

Named by variables

Stored in data structures

Passed as arguments

Returned from functions

We know how test these properties...



First Class Specs

require ‘rubygems’

require ‘spec’

describe "First Class Functions" do

...Right?

I don’t have time to walk you through the tests, but you’ll find them in the presentation’s 
code examples.



First Class Results
First Class Functions

- may be named by variables

- may be stored in data structures

- may be passed as an argument

- may be returned as a result

Finished in 0.331852 seconds

4 examples, 0 failuresPA
SS

Of course, Ruby is cheating a little bit - it’s not that procs are first class, it’s that they are 
objects, which are first class, and you can tell the difference by the syntax used.



Dependency Injection



Net::LDAP#authenticate

“The password argument may be a 
Proc that returns a string. This makes 
it possible for you to write client 
programs that solicit passwords from 
users or from other data sources 
without showing them in your code 
or on command lines.”



Net::LDAP

ldap.auth user_name, lambda {

  password.decrypt

}



Net::LDAP

ldap.auth user_name, lambda {

  gets

}



Net::LDAP

ldap.auth user_name, lambda {

  password_dialog.show

}

2/5 10:00



twice  { |a,b| a + b }

Block



twice  { |a,b| a + b }

Block

BlockBlock

A block is the thing in curly braces or do..end



twice  { |a,b| a + b }

Block

BlockBlock

A block is the thing in curly braces or do..end



twice do |a,b| a + b end

Block

BlockBlock

A block is the thing in curly braces or do..end



def twice

  [yield(1,2),

   yield(3,4)]

end

yield



twice {|a,b| a + b}

    ==>[3, 7]

Block/yield



Containment



Contain::Exceptions

lambda { :foo }.

  should_not raise_error



Contain::Exceptions

lambda { :foo }.

  raise?



Contain::Exceptions

raise? { :foo }

  

If you want to see an more rspec like version, see the code examples online.



Contain::Exceptions
  def raise?

    begin

      yield

      return false

    rescue

      return true

    end

  end



Dispatch



respond_to

respond_to do |format|

  format.html {'<blink>'}

  format.json {'alert("pwn")'}

end



Rails 3.0 beta

respond_to
module ActionController

  module MimeResponds

def respond_to(&block)

  if response = 

      retrieve_response_from_mimes(&block)

    response.call

  end

end

The code here is drawn from a beta version Rails 3.0, with a few details omitted.



a block is a 

hidden 
parameter



Which can be 

made explicit

&



Rails 3.0 beta

respond_to
module ActionController

  module MimeResponds

def respond_to(&block)

  if response = 

      retrieve_response_from_mimes(&block)

    response.call

  end

end



Rails 3.0 beta

respond_to
module ActionController

  module MimeResponds

def respond_to(&block)

  if response = 

      retrieve_response_from_mimes(&block)

    response.call

  end

end



Rails 3.0 beta

respond_to
module ActionController

  module MimeResponds

    class Collector

def custom(mime_type, &block)

  @order << mime_type

  @responses[mime_type] ||= block

end



Rails 3.0 beta

respond_to
module ActionController

  module MimeResponds

    class Collector

def response_for(mime)

  @responses[mime] ||

   @responses[Mime::ALL] ||

   @default_response

end

3/5 15:00



lambda
(&block/Proc)

is a

closure



Closure

A closure is a first-class function 
with free variables that are bound 
in the lexical environment. Such a 
function is said to be "closed 
over" its free variables.

                   -Wikipedia



++

Closure is

A closure is a first-class function 



Code
+

{  }

+

Closure is

A closure is a first-class function 

with free variables that are bound in the lexical environment.



Code
+

Scope

{  }

+

Closure is

free variables that are bound in the lexical environment.



Closure: Zombie Scope

def adder(a)

  return lambda {|b| a + b}

end



Closure: Zombie Scope

def adder(a)

  return lambda {|b| a + b}

end

plus1 = adder(1)

{  }

+



Closure: Zombie Scope

def adder(a)

  return lambda {|b| a + b}

end

plus1 = adder(1)

{  }

+
name value

a 1

self



Closure: Zombie Scope

def adder(a)

  return lambda {|b| a + b}

end

plus1 = adder(1)

{  }

+



Closure: Zombie Scope

def adder(a)

  return lambda {|b| a + b}

end

plus1 = adder(1)

plus10 = adder(10)

{  }

+
+



Closure: Zombie Scope

def adder(a)

  return lambda {|b| a + b}

end

plus1 = adder(1)

plus10 = adder(10)

{  }

+
+

name value
a 10

self



Closure: Zombie Scope

plus1.call(5)

    ==>6

plus10.call(5)

    ==>15



Closure::Shared Scope
def hidden_number

  a = 0

  return [

    lambda {|b| a = a + b},

    lambda {|b| a *= b} ]

end

plus, times = hidden_number

{  }

+

{  }

+

It’s also possible to set up situations where different closures share the same scope.  This 
technique isn’t needed often in Ruby because it has a decent object system.



Closure is

Transportable 
Knowledge



Mythos

The shared elements, 
characters, settings and 
themes in a set of works, e.g. 
Cthulhu Mythos

                  -Wikipedia



Closure is Mythos

Ruby lambda {|a,b| a + b}
Smalltalk [:a :b| ^(a + b)]
Haskell \a b -> a + b
Scheme (lambda (a b) (+ a b))
Python lambda a, b: a + b

Javascript function(a,b) {return a+b;}
Lua function(a,b) return a + b end
C++ template <class T> class plus : public binary_function<T, T, T> {

  bool operator()(const &T a, const &T b) const {return a + b;} };

C++0x [](int a, int b) { return a + b; }



Smalltalk

[:a :b| ^(a + b)]



Scheme

(lambda (a b) (+ a b))



Javascript

function(a,b) {return a+b;}

3.5/5 19:00



Review



Lambda
as anonymous function

• Anonymous functions

• All you need for Rack

• have to use #call or [brackets]



Proc
as an object protocol

• #call protocol - Rack

• lambda constructs a Proc

• First Class Values - Net::LDAP



Blocks

• Containment

• Exception handling

• & to access the implicit block

• respond_to



Closure

• Lambda & co. are closures

• Code + Scope

• Closures can keep scopes alive

• Closures can share scopes

• Transportable Knowledge

4/5 21:00 +3:00



Resources

• @wondible

• slides@JustinLove.name

• http://delicious.com/rauros/closure
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Tennet’s Correspondence 
Principle

An expression or statement, 
when wrapped in a closure 
and then immediately invoked, 
ought to have the same 
meaning as it did before being 
wrapped in a closure.

Principles of Programming Languages by R.D.Tennent

The most surprising part is non-local return, so let’s test some theories...



non-local return

require ‘rubygems’

require ‘spec’

describe "blocks" do



non-local return
blocks

- can use 'return' (FAILED - 1)

- can use 'break' (FAILED - 2)

- can use 'next'

- can use implicit return

Finished in 0.002922 seconds

4 examples, 2 failures
FA

IL



 Coding Horror icon from Code Complete, 2nd Ed., by Steve McConnell, (c) 1993, 2004. 
All Rights Reserved. Used with permission of the author.

I’m not going to have time to dig into this issue.  I can only hope to give you some advice for 
navigating the minefield.

The key thing to realize is that closures created by ‘lambda’ and by block/Proc are different



lambda
&block
Proc!=

...Even though both have class Proc

1.9: Proc#lambda?

lambda? predicate method



Blocks

Don’t use return 
if you don’t

have to.



|block, arguments|

1. KISS.
2. Avoid name 

collisions.



Kernel#proc

Avoid proc

1.8: alias lambda

1.9: alias Proc#new



lambda

Anonymous 
method



&block/Proc

Control 
structure
(while/for)

5/5 25:00 +1:00



Resources

• @wondible

• slides@JustinLove.name

• http://delicious.com/rauros/closure
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Transmutation

block

Proc

Method UnboundMethodobject

Binding

run Class

define_method
yield &

instance_eval

call

bind

unbind
method

binding

to_proc
instance_method

25:00 +2:30
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Resources



http://www.ruby-doc.org/
core/classes/Proc.html

http://www.ruby-doc.org/core/classes/Proc.html
http://www.ruby-doc.org/core/classes/Proc.html
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http://yehudakatz.com/2010/02/07/
the-building-blocks-of-ruby/
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http://gafter.blogspot.com/2006/08/
tennents-correspondence-principle-and.html
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http://innig.net/software/ruby/
closures-in-ruby.rb

# CLOSURES IN RUBY     Paul Cantrell    http://innig.net
# Email: username "cantrell", domain name "pobox.com"

# I recommend executing this file, then reading it alongside its output.
#
# Alteratively, you can give yourself a sort of Ruby test by deleting all the comments,
# then trying to guess the output of the code!

# A closure is a block of code which meets three criteria:
# 
#     * It can be passed around as a value and
# 
#     * executed on demand by anyone who has that value, at which time
# 
#     * it can refer to variables from the context in which it was created
#       (i.e. it is closed with respect to variable access, in the
#       mathematical sense of the word "closed").
#
# (The word "closure" actually has an imprecise meaning, and some people don't
# think that criterion #1 is part of the definition. I think it is.)
# 
# Closures are a mainstay of functional languages, but are present in many other
# languages as well (e.g. Java's anonymous inner classes). You can do cool stuff
# with them: they allow deferred execution, and some elegant tricks of style.

http://innig.net/software/ruby/closures-in-ruby.rb
http://innig.net/software/ruby/closures-in-ruby.rb
http://innig.net/software/ruby/closures-in-ruby.rb
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http://JustinLove.name/
presentations/rubyclosureglrb.pdf
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http://github.com/JustinLove/
ruby_closure_examples
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http://delicious.com/rauros/closure
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